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Development/Plasticity/Repair

Development of Activity in the Mouse Visual Cortex
X Jing Shen and X Matthew T. Colonnese
Department of Pharmacology and Physiology, Washington, DC 20037

A comprehensive developmental timeline of activity in the mouse cortex in vivo is lacking. Understanding the activity changes that
accompany synapse and circuit formation is important to understand the mechanisms by which activity molds circuits and would help to
identify critical checkpoints for normal development. To identify key principles of cortical activity maturation, we systematically tracked
spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity with extracellular recordings of primary visual cortex (V1) in nonanesthetized mice. During the
first postnatal week (postnatal days P4 –P7), V1 was not visually responsive and exhibited long (⬎10 s) periods of network silence.
Activation consisted exclusively of “slow-activity transients,” 2–10 s periods of 6 –10 Hz “spindle-burst’ oscillations; the response to
spontaneous retinal waves. By tracking daily changes in this activity, two key components of spontaneous activity maturation were
revealed: (1) spindle-burst frequency acceleration (eventually becoming the 20 –50 Hz broadband activity caused by the asynchronous
state) and (2) “filling-in” of silent periods with low-frequency (2– 4 Hz) activity (beginning on P10 and complete by P13). These two
changes are sufficient to create the adult-like pattern of continuous activity, alternation between fast-asynchronous and slowsynchronous activity, by eye opening. Visual responses emerged on P8 as evoked spindle-bursts and neuronal firing with a signal-tonoise ratio higher than adult. Both were eliminated by eye opening, leaving only the mature, short-latency response. These results identify
the developmental origins of mature cortical activity and implicate the period before eye opening as a critical checkpoint. By providing a
systematic description of electrical activity development, we establish the murine visual cortex as a model for the electroencephalographic development of fetal humans.
Key words: EEG; mouse; spindle-burst; spontaneous activity

Significance Statement
Cortical activity is an important indicator of long-term health and survival in preterm infants and molds circuit formation, but
gaps remain in our understanding of the origin and normal progression of this activity in the developing cortex. We aimed to
rectify this by monitoring daily changes in cortical activity in the nonanesthetized mouse, an important preclinical model of
disease and development. At ages approximately equivalent to normal human term birth, mouse cortex exhibits primarily network silence, with spontaneous “spindle bursts” as the only form of activity. In contrast, mature cortex is noisy, alternating
between asynchronous/discontinuous and synchronous/continuous states. This work identifies the key processes that produce
this maturation and provides a normative reference for murine-based studies of cortical circuit development.

Introduction
The development of cortical activity is a dynamic process, consisting not only of the emergence of mature activities, but also the
transient appearance of immature activity patterns (Khazipov et
al., 2013a). These changes reflect local and distant circuit maturation, as well as the formation and disintegration of circuits
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unique to development (Blankenship and Feller, 2010; Kanold
and Luhmann, 2010; Cossart, 2011). Transitions between each
stage of circuit development constitute “checkpoints” for maturation (Dehorter et al., 2012). Identifying these checkpoints and
the specific role that each plays in the development of function is
important to understand the etiology of neurodevelopmental
disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsies of childhood (Ben-Ari and Spitzer 2010), as well as the neuropathology
of preterm birth, for which electrical activity is diagnostic (Dean
et al., 2014).
Fifty years of clinical electroencephalography in infants born
preterm (André et al., 2010) and recordings from multiple animal
models (Pampiglione, 1977) have revealed a number of key developmental checkpoints for early cortical activity development.
Most prominently, these include the transition from a “discontinuous” pattern, in which activity is interrupted by long silences,
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to continuous background activity; the acquisition of statedependent activity; and the elimination of immature oscillations
and their replacement by adult frequency bands. The most prevalent early activity pattern in rats is the “spindle burst,” a short
(500 ms to 2 s) burst of “rapid” rhythmic firing (6 –25 Hz depending on age and region) observed in every cortical area examined.
Spindle bursts are the rodent homolog of the “delta brush” pattern observed in the human EEG 25–38 weeks after gestation
(André et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2016). In both rats and human
preterm infants, spindle burst/delta brushes are triggered by sensory input in somatosensory (Khazipov et al., 2004; Milh et al.,
2007), motor (An et al., 2014), and auditory (Chipaux et al.,
2013) cortex and by hippocampal input to prefrontal cortex
(Brockmann et al., 2011). Rodent studies show that the rapid
oscillations are generated in thalamus in response to the input
(Yang et al., 2013; Murata and Colonnese, 2016). Delta brushes
can occur in clusters, causing a long-duration (2–10 s) negative
potential nesting the rapid oscillations called a “slow-activity
transient” (Vanhatalo et al., 2002). In the primary visual cortex
(V1), this clustering is caused by the multiburst structure of retinal waves (Colonnese and Khazipov, 2010).
V1 is an important model for identifying the major developmental transitions in cortical activity, determining their ontogenic function, and elucidating the circuits responsible (Ackman
and Crair, 2014). In the murine visual system, the activity of the
primary input, the retina, is well characterized and its role in
circuit formation has been studied extensively (Kirkby et al.,
2013). Calcium imaging reveals that, before the onset of vision,
spontaneous retinal waves coordinate activity in V1 (Ackman et
al., 2012), where they refine visuotopic maps and impart initial
receptive-field characteristics within parameters set by gradients
of chemotropic factors (Huberman et al., 2008).
Despite these foundational studies of early cortical activity, a
systematic, quantitative description of the developmental trajectory of cortical activity is still lacking for any animal model. Such
a description in the mouse will enable integration with imaging
studies and with expression atlases, techniques for genetic manipulation, and models of neurodevelopmental disorders to
develop a complete picture of normal and disordered cortical
development. Comprehensive study of later V1development
(Hoy and Niell 2015) has revealed that, within a day after eye
opening, spontaneous and visually evoked dynamics in awake
mice show many hallmarks of mature cortical activity, including
continuity, modulation by arousal, and low-frequency rhythms
during behavioral quiescence. Cortical slow waves under anesthesia emerge around eye opening (Rochefort et al., 2009). Because anesthesia eliminates retinal wave activity and arousalrelated activity (Colonnese and Khazipov, 2010), the natural
progression of murine cortical activity remains unclear. We have
therefore examined day-to-day changes in cortical activity in
nonanesthetized neonatal mice to determine the developmental
origins of the mature patterns, map their relationship to retinal
wave driven spindle burst oscillations, and extend homologies
with human infants, already established in rats, to the genetically
tractable mouse.

Materials and Methods
Animal care. Animal care and procedures were in accordance with the
National Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals and was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at George Washington University. Postnatal day zero (P0) is
the day of birth. C57BL/6 mice were obtained from Hilltop Lab Animals
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as timed pregnant females and kept in a designated temperature- and
humidity-controlled room on 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle.
In vivo electrophysiology. Carprofen (20 mg/kg) saline was injected 1 h
before surgery to reduce pain and inflammation. Surgical anesthesia was
induced with 3% isoflurane vaporized in 100% O2, verified by tail pinch,
and then reduced to 1.5–3% as needed by monitoring breathing rate. A
vented warming table (36°C; VetEquip) provided thermoreplacement.
For attachment of the head fixation apparatus, the scalp was excised to
expose the skull (see Fig. 1A), neck muscles were detached from the
occipital bone, and the membranes were removed from the surface of the
skull. Topical analgesic was applied to the incision of animals older than
P8 (2.5% lidocaine/prilocaine mixture; Hi-Tech Pharmacy). Application
to younger animals was lethal and discontinued. The head fixation
apparatus was attached to the skull with grip cement (Dentsply) over
Vetbond tissue adhesive (3M). The fixation bar consisted of a custommanufactured rectangular aluminum plate with a central hole for access
to the skull. After placement, the animal was maintained with 0.5–1%
isoflurane until the dental cement cured, after which point it was allowed
to recover from anesthesia on the warmed table.
For recording, animals were head fixed under isoflurane anesthesia to
a stereotaxic platform via the plate and the torso supported by placement
in a padded tube. Body temperature was monitored via thermometer
placed under the abdomen and maintained at ⬎33°C via a thermocoupled heating pad (FHC). Mean temperatures were 33.2 ⫾ 0.13°C
(SD) during visual evoked recordings and 33.3 ⫾ 0.11°C during spontaneous recordings. Body motion was monitored with a piezoelectric device placed below the supportive chamber. Nuchal electromyogram
(EMG) was monitored by with a stainless steel wire inserted into the neck
muscle (see Fig. 1A). For electrode access, a craniotomy was performed,
thinning the skull if necessary and resecting small bone flaps to produce
a small opening (⬃150 –300 m diameter). V1 targets were determined
by regression of adult brain lambda– bregma distances: 1.5–2.5 mm lateral and 0.0 – 0.5 mm rostral to lambda. All recordings were made using
a single shank, 32 channel array arranged in two parallel lines of contacts
(A1x32-Poly2–5 mm-50 s-177; NeuroNexus Technologies). The electrode penetrated the brain orthogonally to the surface and was advanced
to a depth of 750 –1000 m using a micromanipulator (Narishige) until
the top channels touched the CSF. Isoflurane was withdrawn and the
animal was allowed to acclimate inside of the setup for at least 50 min
before recording. Recordings lasted 75–120 min after acclimation and
consisted of two 30 min spontaneous acquisitions separated by 20 min of
visual stimulation. Animals with spreading depression (n ⫽ 2) or who
detached the head plate (n ⫽ 1) were not included in the analysis. All
recording was performed in the dark (⬍0.01 lumens). Whole-field luminance stimulation was provided every 30 s by white LED light (C503CWAN, Cree, peak luminous intensity 450 nm) under the control of an
S88 Stimulator (Grass). Stimulation was 100 ms duration and 220 lumens. Recording localization to monocular V1 was confirmed by ipsilateral visual LFP responses at ⬍10% of the contralateral response. All
animals were killed by anesthetic overdose followed by decapitation.
Brains were immersion fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for confirmation
of electrode location.
Data acquisition and preprocessing. Data were acquired at 32 kHz using
the Digital Lynx SX acquisition system and Cheetah version 5.6.0 (Neuralynx). Neural signals were referenced to a subcortical contact in L5 with
minimal spiking. The following band-pass filters were applied: 0.1 Hz to
9 kHz (local field), 300 Hz to 6 kHz (spike), 200 Hz to 9 kHz (EMG), and
10 Hz to 9 kHz (piezoelectric device). Multiunit activity (MUA) was
extracted from the spike channels by threshold crossing below ⫺40 V
and 32 point waveforms were saved for each spike. Analysis used a combination of open-source and custom software written in the MATLAB
(The MathWorks) and Igor Pro version 6.37 (Wavemetrics) software.
Spike data for evoked responses were imported and analyzed in Igor
without down-sampling using Neuralynx Loader (Dr. Rick Gerkin of
Arizona State University, Howard Rodstein of Wavemetrics). All other
analyses were performed in MATLAB after down-sampling to 1 kHz
(0 –350 Hz zero phase low-pass filter applied).
The layer identity of each channel was made relative to layer 4 (L4),
which was identified in an age-specific manner (see Fig. 1). After the
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emergence of visual responses on P8, L4 was identified as the channel
with the shortest latency 300 –500 m below the surface. For P4 –P7,
which lack a visual response, L4 was identified from spontaneous spindle
bursts as the lowest channel with visible rapid oscillations in the LFP
(Colonnese and Khazipov 2010). All LFP channels are rereferenced to
250 m below input layer and band-pass filtered for further analysis
(0.5–100 Hz zero phase Chebyshev type II).
All analyses were restricted to periods without movement, identified
by piezo detectors or large-amplitude deflections of the LFP. Troughs
were identified for trough-triggered averaging by identifying negative
peaks in the L4 LFP that were 4 SDs above the mean of all negative peaks
for that animal.
Time–frequency analysis. For time–frequency analysis, the LFP was
first zero phase band-pass filtered at 1.5–50 Hz. Spectral decomposition
of the LFP signal was done using the multitaper method in Chronux
(http://chronux.org/; Mitra and Bokil, 2007). Two-second windows advanced by 1 s with time– bandwidth product 3 and number of tapers 5,
were used for spontaneous activity; 500 ms windows advanced by 200 ms
were used for visual responses. Window width and time– bandwidth
products were chosen empirically to maximize the spindle burst frequencies in young animals while maintaining sufficient temporal resolution to
identify structure in spontaneous or evoked time courses.
Normalized mean power for each animal was calculated by averaging
all windows during nonmovement periods and then dividing by mean
1.5–50 Hz power. Matrices of correlation coefficients (see Fig. 4C) between power spectrum densities at different frequencies were calculated
for individual animals separately with the following formula:

C f if j ⫽

1
N⫺1

冘再
N

n⫽1

PSD 共 n, f i 兲 ⫺ mean 关 PSD 共 f i 兲兴
std 关 PSD 共 f i 兲兴
⫻

再

冎

PSD 共 n, f j 兲 ⫺ mean 关 PSD 共 f j 兲兴
std 关 PSD 共 f j 兲兴

冎

Where Cf if j is the correlation coefficient between two frequencies fi and fj
and N is the total number of the moving windows. Minimum correlation
coefficients between frequencies (see Fig. 6B) were calculated as the average of coefficients lower than the first percentile of all coefficients for
each animal.
To lower the effect of the intrinsic 1/f power-frequency relations
(“whitening”) in further time–frequency analysis, adaptive zero phase
filters were adapted for each animal with amplitude–frequency response
cancelling the 1/f relationship. First, power spectrum density was estimated with multitaper method using 2 s windows advanced by 0.2 s,
half-time bandwidth product 3, and number of tapers 5 at frequencies
from 0.5 to 100 Hz in 0.5 Hz steps. To estimate the baseline 1/f, the
average of densities in the 5–10 th percentile was determined for each
frequency, which was used to generate an inverse amplitude–frequency
response for the whitening filter. Power at 0 Hz and ⬎100 Hz was set to
zero and a 500 th order finite impulse response filter was designed with
this amplitude–frequency response and applied to the LFP time–voltage
matrix to generate a 1/f removed time–voltage series to which time–
frequency analysis was applied as described above for the raw LFP.
For non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), the sparcity of the matrix was increased by using the whitened spectra, which is preferrable to
NMF. Given a rank, the NMF will factorize the original high-dimensional
matrix to two matrices of lower rank, the product of which produces the
minimal least mean square error to the original matrix as follows:

Minimize I ⫽ 储X ⫺ HW储 , with respect to W and H,
2

subject to W, H ⱖ 0
where factor matrix H contains the power distribution and W the weight
contributed to each window. The alternating least-squares methods was
used for NMF (Berry et al., 2007). Rank number was determined by
calculating the maximum number of factors for which all factors were
negatively correlated; that is, NMF isolated groups of frequencies that
were positively correlated with each other and negatively correlated with
other groups and stopped factoring when it began identifying groups that

were positively correlated with each other (likely subsets of a larger pattern). Because NMF requires a random initial condition, each run can
isolate different factors. Therefore, NMF was run 100 times for each rank
and the t test was used to determine whether the maximum correlation
coefficent between features at this rank was positive. Factor central frequency was calculated as the weighted frequency average as follows:

f c ⫽ exp

冘
冘

冢

f

H共 f 兲lnf
f
H(f)
f
f

冣

Where f is the frequencies within the major band (defined at widest group
of contiguous frequencies with greater than half peak magnitude) and
H( f ) is the magnitude at f. The maximum ratio between the residue and
the Frobenius norm of original matrix was 0.02%, indicating that nothing was lost from the original spectra by NMF. Identified factors were
sorted into groups based on their log10( fc) using density-based spatial
clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) (Tran et al., 2013). The
minimum number of points for clustering was set to 2 and reachable
distance to log10(2)/2, half of the bandwidth threshold for defining a
major band in the earlier process. Clustering was run on adjacent age
groups to assign groups within and between ages. In total, 67/72
features were sorted into one of three groups (see Fig. 5D).
Harmonic analysis with the F-variance ratio test (Thomson, 1982) was
performed on the whitened signal using 2 s moving windows. Analysis
was restricted to active periods by setting a minimal threshold for the SD
of the LFP to 10 V. Test used the Chronux function in MATLAB using
a half-bandwidth product of 15. The threshold for a significant oscillation was the Bonferroni corrected (for number of frequency bands) p ⬍
0.025. Because the high-frequency harmonics are redundant for showing
the dominating oscillations, the oscillation frequency with highest amplitude was kept for each window.
Statistics. For all developmental quantification, a one-way ANOVA for
the effect of age was performed, followed by Tukey’s honest significant
difference test post hoc, in which there was significance in overall effect.
Actual p-values are given for ANOVA results where p ⬎ 0.001. The
primary results were the relative developmental curves, not the specific
significance between individual days. Therefore, for brevity, only critical
significant differences ( p ⬍ 0.05) indicating rapid developmental
changes are indicated on graphs as gray bars.

Results
LFP and MUA was recorded from V1 of nonanesthetized, headfixed mice using single-shank multisite probes extending through the full depth of cortex (Fig. 1). Recordings were made in
daily increments starting at P4, when superficial layer neurons
finish migration (Ignacio et al., 1995), through P17, when mature
cortical state activities have largely emerged (Hoy and Niell,
2015). All (4/4) animals on P13 had incomplete separation of the
eyelids and complete separation occurred by P15 (1/4 P14 pups
had full separation; Fig. 1G). A single older time point (P24)
during the critical period for ocular dominance plasticity (Gordon and Stryker, 1996) was included for comparison.
Two developmental processes define development of
spontaneous activity
Recordings in neonatal rats showed that input layers contain the
most important rapid dynamics (Colonnese and Khazipov,
2010). We observed this in mice as well (Fig. 1). Therefore, we
restricted our analysis of LFP to an electrode located in L4 while
examining MUA in L4 and L5. During the first postnatal week,
MUA activity in L2/3 and L6 was inconsistent and not analyzed.
Visual examination of LFP and MUA (Fig. 2) showed dramatic
changes in the amplitude, continuity, and patterns of activity
across the first 3 postnatal weeks. At P4, cortex was largely silent,
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Figure 1. Experimental design. A, Experimental setup. Recording from V1 using single-shank multielectrode array (Probe) in head-fixed nonanesthetized mice with the ground (Grd) in
cerebellum. EMG wire was inserted into the rear neck muscle. Piezoelectric and temperature sensors are positioned under the belly of the animal (data not shown). Visual stimuli (Light) were 100
ms whole-field flashes to the contralateral eye. B, Representative L4 activity in a P13 mouse. Movement was monitored by EMG and Piezo device and these periods were eliminated from analysis
to avoid electrical artifacts and equalize state between animals. Scale bar, 200 V (LFP), 2 s. C, D, Mean visual-evoked responses were used for layer identification (P8 –P24). Mean poststimulus MUA
firing rate (C) and LFP (D) show an early response in L4, which was used as a reference to identify other layers. Time of light (100 ms) is shown below. Scale bars: C, 300 spikes/s; D, 300 V. E,
Representative spontaneous LFP from a mouse in C and D. L4 can be identified as the point of diminution for rapid oscillations. Scale bar, 500 V, 500 ms. F, Representative spontaneous LFP from
P5 mouse. L4 is identified by depth and diminution of rapid oscillations. Scale bar is as in E. G, Quantification of eye opening. Population mean and SEM are shown in black circles. Individual animals
are shown in gray circles. Gray square shows the period of eye opening used in this study.

with periods of no MUA or LFP deflection lasting ⬎10 s. Activation consisted of spindle-shaped oscillations in the LFP with a
primary frequency of 5– 8 Hz. MUA activity occurred only during
these oscillations. This activity exactly resembled LFP oscillations
in rats called spindle bursts, which occur during activation driven
by spontaneous retinal waves (Hanganu et al., 2006; Colonnese
and Khazipov, 2010; Kummer et al., 2016). In mice at this age,
retinal wave driven calcium events are the overwhelming majority of activity in V1 (Ackman et al., 2012). Therefore, we consider
these oscillations to be homologous to rat spindle bursts and to be
the cortical response to retinal waves. Between P4 and P9, the
duration of spindle burst oscillations became longer and the primary frequency of the oscillations increased. MUA in deep and
superficial layers increased but followed the same pattern of network silence and firing only during spindle burst oscillations observed for L4. Spike-triggered and LFP triggered averages (Fig. 3)
show that, at these ages, activity was associated with oscillations
in both the LFP and spike rate centered on L4.
On P10, a shift in the pattern of spontaneous activity occurred. Spontaneous firing between spindle bursts increased and
this firing was accompanied by low-frequency oscillations (4 Hz)
in the LFP. Spike and LFP-triggered averages showed a loss of
prominent oscillations and the acquisition of columnar firing

(Fig. 3). On P12, we observed another sharp transition, with
spontaneous firing and low-frequency activity becoming nearly
continuous and clear spindle burst oscillation in the LFP no longer identifiable by eye. By P15, all of the mice had fully separated
eyelids (Fig. 1) and LFP and spiking activity largely resembled
adult patterns, shifting between periods of high-amplitude lowfrequency activity and low-amplitude high-frequency activity, as
described for 1–2 d after eye opening (Hoy and Niell, 2015).
During the week after eye opening, LFP amplitude continued to
increase, but firing rates and continuity of activity were stable.
We quantified the development of neuronal firing by summing MUA firing rates from electrodes in L4 and L5 separately.
Firing rates between young and older animals differed by orders
of magnitude and are thus presented and analyzed as log10 of rate
(Fig. 4A). Firing rates in both layers increased approximately
exponentially with age (linear development on a log scale) between P4 and P12, achieving asymptotic values on P13. The continuity of activity was quantified as the proportion of time with at
least one spike per 200 ms (Fig. 4B). Continuity was near zero in
superficial layers at P4 and grew rapidly after P8, reaching adult
values on P13. In deep layers, continuity showed the same rapid
change, with an additional step increase between P9 and P10
as L5 neurons began the rhythmic, low-frequency firing indica-
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4
Figure 2. Maturation of spontaneous activity in mouse V1. Representative LFP voltage
traces and MUA rasters during quiet wakefulness. LFP is displayed for L4; MUA for L4 and
channels 100 and 200 m above and below L4. At P4, the cortex is mostly quiet and activity
consists solely of spindle-shaped (spindle burst) oscillations that result from retinal wave activity (Colonnese and Khazipov, 2010). Spindle bursts become elongated and faster with development, becoming indistinguishable from rapid ␤-gamma activity by P12 (blue traces show
examples). At P10, significant activity between spindle bursts is first observed as highamplitude, low-frequency modulation (red traces show examples). This low-frequency activity
increases in duration, alternating with high-frequency activity, until activity becomes continuous (no silent periods). Therefore, by P14, spontaneous activity is similar to mature (P24). Scale
bar, 5 s (1.25 s for expanded traces); 500 V (250 V for expanded traces).
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tive of large pyramidal neurons (Fig. 2; Niell and Stryker, 2008).
Therefore, in superficial and deep layers, spontaneous spike rates
and continuity increased dramatically, becoming near adult-like
before eye opening.
In addition to the rapid shift to continuous spiking, the specific patterns of rhythmic activity evolved during the first 2 postnatal weeks. Previous studies of neonatal activity in rats have
focused on characterizing and classifying isolated bursts of activity (Yang et al., 2009; Brockmann et al., 2011; An et al., 2014;
Cichon et al., 2014). Because spontaneous activity in rat VC contains only two clear patterns separable by frequency and duration
(Colonnese and Khazipov, 2010; Cichon et al., 2014) and isolation of individual events in older animals is not possible, we
quantified the characteristics of total LFP activity in each animal
(Figs. 5, 6). We calculated total 1.5–55 Hz power (Fig. 6A), the
mean normalized distribution of all frequencies (Fig. 5A), and
spectra after removal of 1/f frequency relationship (whitening)
that obscures oscillatory activities (He, 2014; Fig. 5B). To understand which frequencies derive from the same patterns (and are
therefore correlated), we calculated the correlation coefficients
for each frequency band (Fig. 5C). In the mature cortex, low
frequencies are not correlated with high-frequency activities because the cortex switches between synchronized (low-frequency)
and asynchronous (high-frequency) states in response to arousal
(McGinley et al., 2015). To measure the spectral composition of
high- and low-frequency components separately, we developed a
method to separate the correlated frequencies into factors based
on NMF (Fig. 5D).
Quantification of LFP frequency development identified
two critical developmental trajectories. The first trajectory is
the gradual transformation of spindle burst oscillations into the
wide-band ␤-gamma frequency activity generated during the
asynchronous state in response to cortical activation (Renart et
al., 2010; McCormick et al., 2015). At P4, the mean normalized
spectra and whitened spectra showed a single peak around 6 Hz
(Fig. 5 A, B). A similar peak in the whitened spectra was present at
each age through at least P13, although the primary frequency
accelerated, the spectral width increased, and the amplitude decreased each day so that, by P11, there was no clear peak frequency,
but rather a width of elevated frequency variance in the ␤-gamma
range. This developmental transformation of spindle burst oscillations to ␤-gamma activity was confirmed by the NMF analysis,
which identified a factor in all ages that could be grouped into a
single continuous cluster (single factor). This factor accelerated from
6 to 25 Hz between P4 and P17 (Fig. 6D) while the total width of
elevated power increased. These data indicate relative stability of the
central frequency of spindle oscillations from P4 to P9, followed by
steady growth until P13, when they achieve adult values between 20
and 30 Hz. The low amplitude of the high frequencies after P13 is
expected because we examined animals only during behavioral qui-
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Figure 3. Depth profile of spontaneous activity. Representative trough-triggered (left column) and spike-triggered (right column) mean LFP (red line), current source density (color
map) and MUA (lower color map) for an animal at the shown age. Depth is shown relative to L4,
the layer of triggering. For spike-triggered MUA, 0 ms spike rate is removed. From P4 –P8, both
spike-triggered and trough-triggered averages show local oscillation in LFP and MUA with a
current sink and maximal spiking in L4. P10 and older shows activity occurring in more isolated
events with full columnar involvement.

escence, when high-frequency activity is reduced (Hoy and Niell,
2015). Interestingly, a similar high-frequency factor could not be
isolated at P24, largely because theta-band activity became prominent at this age.
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The second major maturational process is the emergence of
low-frequency activity between spindles, which began on P10 –
P11 (Figs. 2, 3). Before P10, no animals had significant lowfrequency power in the spectra (Fig. 5 A, B) and only a single
factor was isolated by NMF (Fig. 5D). By P10, a low-frequency
bump was visible and NMF isolated two factors in each animal:
the high-frequency component and a novel low-frequency component (Fig. 5D). The central frequency of the low-frequency
activity remains constant near 3 Hz from P10 to P24 (Fig. 6D). By
P13, low frequencies became anticorrelated with high frequencies
(Figs. 5C, 6B), assuming their mature dynamics.
We further quantified the development of oscillations in the
LFP using the F variance ratio test (Fig. 6C), which is a very
stringent test for the significance of locally elevated frequency
bands indicative of powerful oscillations. This analysis echoed
that of the NMF and mean spectra. At P4 –P5, we identified oscillations from 6 to 10 Hz that increased in frequency but decreased in occurrence with age. By P10, significantly highfrequency oscillations were present but rare. This is in contrast to
the wideband elevation of high-frequency power at the same ages.
Together, these data suggest that the rapid activity from P10 onward is not strongly oscillatory, but rather a wideband elevation
of ␤-gamma frequencies as expected of the asynchronous state,
rather than the gamma oscillations caused by visual stimulation
during movement (McGinley et al., 2015), which are not present
at this age (Hoy and Niell, 2015). Similar to NMF analysis, significant low-frequency oscillations identified by F-variance
emerged on P11. Their mean frequency remained constant with
maturation, whereas their occurrence increased.

In combination with our multiunit
(Fig. 3) analysis and examination of the
LFP traces (Fig. 2), we confirm findings in
human preterm infants (Tolonen et al.,
2007) that continuous activity develops
largely as a result of an increase in the occurrence of interspindle slow-activity
transient low-frequency activity and extend these findings by implicating an increase in L5 firing between P10 and P12 as
the driver. The rapid development of interspindle burst low-frequency, continuous activity means that continuous
activity appears during quiescent (nonaroused) states by the time of eye opening
(Colonnese, 2014; Hoy and Niell, 2015).
Our data indicate that the development
of continuous spontaneous activity is dissociable into at least two mechanisms: (1)
spindle burst oscillations are present first
and accelerate to become asynchronous activity characterized by broadband ␤-gamma
frequencies and (2) slow, continuous activity emerges later, filling in the time between
activated periods and coming to dominate
spontaneous activity at rest, just before eye
opening.

Visual responses emerge before
eye opening.
Visual responses in mice can be evoked
before eye opening from the retina in vitro
(Tian and Copenhagen, 2003) and
through the closed eyelid in vivo (Rochefort et al., 2011). In nonanesthetized rats and human neonates,
these “previsual” light responses are much larger and longer than
the mature visual response and they have a unique temporal
structure that includes gamma and spindle burst oscillations
(Colonnese et al., 2010). To characterize the early development of
visual responses in nonanesthetized mice, we examined stimulustriggered average LFP (Visual Evoked Potential), mean-foldincrease in LFP spectral power, and MUA rates between P4 and
P24 (Fig. 7). Visual inspection of the data indicated rapid changes
between P8 and P14 (Fig. 7), so population means were created
and analyzed at 1 d increments in this range and at 2 d increments
otherwise. Visual responses evolved along multiple trajectories,
but a general principle was that responses before eye opening
were of long duration and elevated amplitude and consisted of
oscillations similar to those observed spontaneously. By eye
opening, immature oscillations were lost and responses became
sharp but of a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Animals P7 or younger did not have cortical visual responses,
as assayed by visual inspection of mean LFP and MUA responses.
At P8, 3 of 4 pups had responses, as did 100% of pups P9 and
older (Fig. 8D). The summed 1–50 Hz power in the LFP during
the visual response indicated that strongly oscillatory dynamics
were a component of visual responses between P8 and eye opening at P14 (Fig. 8E). The total duration of visual responses developed in two stages (Fig. 8F ). Starting at P8 –P10, the response
duration was 2– 4 s; this increased to 5– 6 s P11–P13 before dropping to ⬍2 s by P16 –P17. The latency of the visual response
decreased rapidly across this developmental period (Fig. 8H ).
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Figure 5. Maturation of two activity patterns explains spontaneous activity development. A, Mean normalized L4 LFP spectra for each age group. Black lines are population mean, blue lines
individual animal spectra. P4 –P9 spectra are dominated by 5–20 Hz activity (blue arrow; spindle bursts), the primary frequency of which accelerates with age and merges with the dominant 1/f
activity by P10. Low-frequency (2– 8 Hz) activity becomes apparent at P10 (red arrow) and is prominent on P14 –P15, when the spectra become similar to the spectra of juvenile mice during rest
(Hoy and Niell, 2015). B, Whitened mean L4 spectra showing frequencies remaining when dominant 1/f power relationship is removed. Shown are increasing frequency and decreasing amplitude
of rapid frequencies (blue arrow) and initiation at P10 followed by increasing amplitude of low-frequency activity (red arrow). C, Mean cross-frequency correlation. Shown is the matrix of correlation
coefficients for each frequency band. Note the growth of highly correlated 5–15 Hz frequencies at P4 –P5, which gradually shift to become correlated high frequencies by P12. Anticorrelation
between high and low-frequency bands is observable by P12, showing the development of aroused and quiescent states. D, NMF of spectral signal reveals two developmental components. Thin lines
show individual factors identified in each animal. Factors were sorted into clusters by density-based spatial clustering. Two clusters of factors were identified in the total population, which have been
rendered in blue and red. Factor 1 (blue) was identified in all animals except P24 and accelerated with age. Spectra could first be separated into two factors on P10. This second factor (red) remains
relatively constant with age. A third factor (pink) was isolated on P24 that appeared to contain rapid rhythms of factor 1 and theta-band activity.

In addition to these global changes, we observed dissociable
changes in the components of the visual response. Visual responses consist of a short-latency primary response that includes
a sharp negative potential (N1) containing a burst of firing (1°)
and is followed in adults by a positive potential (P1) with suppression of firing. This primary response reflects mostly the direct
retinal input though thalamus followed by corticocortical excitatory and inhibitory activity (Reinhold et al., 2015). The primary
response is followed a secondary response containing longduration negative potential (N2) and increased firing (2°). Visual
responses at P8 and P9 consisted solely of a long-latency, sustained, negative potential and MUA that resembled the N2 and 2°
of P10 –P11 animals (Fig. 8 B, C). N1 and a 1° spiking response
were observed in 1/4 of P9 pups and in all animals P10 and older
(Fig. 8I ). N1 amplitude and slope and the 1° peak firing rate
increased linearly and did not saturate within the age ranges of
this study (Fig. 8J–L). The duration of N1 decreased linearly after
P10 (Fig. 8M ). We did not observe strong early-gamma oscillations during the primary response, as in rats (Colonnese et al.,

2010). Rather, mice appear to develop an adult-like N1 and 1°
response 4 d before eye opening. This response matures in a
graded manner by increasing in absolute size and reducing duration through P24.
Hyperexcitability of visual responses before eye opening
The secondary visual response (N2 and 2°) is dependent on a
complex anlage of continuing retinal activity and recurrent activation of corticocortical and thalamocortical loops. In rats and
human preterm infants, it is the most dramatically regulated
component of the visual response and the most predictive of
changes in thalamocortical network properties (Colonnese et al.,
2010). Duration of the 2° spiking response showed a complex
trajectory, elongating between P10 and P11 and then shortening
between P13 and P14 (Fig. 9 A, C). The pattern and intensity of
evoked oscillations composing the N2 component also changed
(Fig. 9B). The frequencies evoked in the L4 LFP matched the
frequencies observed for the same ages in the spontaneous activity (Figs. 5, 6). At P8 and P9, visually evoked activity had a peak at
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significant oscillations after. In older animals, low-frequency oscillations are observed from P12 to P24. D, Weighted mean

⬍20 Hz with relatively less power at ⬎20
Hz. From P10 until P13, we observed
broadband (10 –50 Hz) increases in frequency power (Fig. 9D). Animals P14 and
older also showed broadband increases in
frequency power. However, the amplitude of the response, measured as total
1–50 Hz power, decreased dramatically
(Fig. 9F ). Therefore, significant visually
evoked oscillations were eliminated by eye
opening.
Feedforward inhibition shapes the primary response, generating a positive
potential (P1) and inhibiting ongoing activity (Liu et al., 2010; Colonnese, 2014).
We quantified poststimulus MUA for evidence of light-evoked inhibition (Fig.
10B). Significant inhibition of baseline activity after the primary visual response
was first observed at P14 –P15 and its amplitude remained constant through P24
(Fig. 10B). Similarly, P1 amplitudes significantly elevated above younger animals
(P4 –P10) were first observed on P14 –P15
and their amplitude continued to grow
through P24 (Fig. 10C).
Examination of the MUA and LFP
depth profiles (Fig. 11) shows that the
rapid oscillations of the N2 resemble the
spindle burst oscillations occurring spontaneously as they have the primary sink in
L4. They further show an increase in the
involvement of the whole cortical column
during N1 and N2, but the general trends
quantified for L4 were also observed in the
infragranular and supergranular layers.
Background firing rates increased during the period of visual maturation (Fig.
3A), potentially reducing the SNR of visual responses despite the increased visual
response amplitude. To determine the interaction between the evoked response
and background activity, the SNR for each
component of the visual response was calculated. SNR was calculated as firing rates
during the primary, secondary, or inhibitory responses as a ratio to the expected
firing during the same period as calculated
from baseline (Fig. 12 A, B). Despite the
increase in spiking between P10 and P13,
SNR for primary and secondary responses was highest at P10 and decayed
with exponential time course (Fig. 12C).
The primary response SNR asymptotes
occurred close to P7, with most of the
4
frequency of spectral factors identified by NMD (Fig. 5D). Factor 1 occurred in all animals (except P24) and accelerated with
age between P9 and P11, reaching plateau values by P13.
ANOVA p ⬍ 10 ⫺3. Factor 2 was observed only starting at P10
and its frequency remained constant. ANOVA p ⫽ 0.23. Factor
3 (F3) was only observed at P24.
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poststimulus increase in spectral power for L4 LFP for the same animal. Color map depicts fold increase over baseline.

decrease occurring by P11. The secondary response decreased
more dramatically, approaching 1 (2⫻ baseline) by P13.
Therefore, whereas evoked oscillations remain powerful
through P14, early spiking responses become obscured relative to increasing spontaneous activity at earlier ages. The SNR
of visual-evoked inhibition remained near 1 (no inhibition)
from P10 –P12 before rapidly developing adult values below
zero on P14 (Fig. 12B), similar to the absolute spike rate
changes for inhibition (Fig. 10B).

Discussion
Systematic electrophysiological investigation of activity development in the V1 of nonanesthetized mice in vivo confirms that the
mouse possesses multiple characteristics of early cortical activity
identified in human neonates born prematurely (Tolonen et al.,
2007). These include early spontaneous activity dominated by
spindle-shaped oscillations, long periods of network silence (discontinuity), and reverberant, oscillatory responses to sensory
stimulation that outlast the stimulus (Khazipov et al., 2013a).
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I–M, Quantification of N1/1°. I, Presence or absence of N1 component of visual evoked L4 potential. J, Peak negative amplitude of mean visual evoked potential (0 –200 ms; p ⫽ 0.0053). N1 grew
in size steadily during development and did not reach clear asymptote within time period of study. K, Peak 1° MUA (0 –200 ms after stimulus; p ⬍⬍ 10 ⫺3). L, Negative slope of N1 ( p ⬍⬍ 10 ⫺3).
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The acquisition of mature activity largely occurs as a rapid sequence of transitions that begins at P10 and finishes at eye opening (P14).
By recording daily to track the sequential changes of early activity,
we uncovered a novel principle of cortical activity development.
Spontaneous resting-state activity of mature cortex can be ac-

counted for by two independent developmental processes (Fig. 13).
First, corticothalamic responses to a significant input, spontaneous
retinal-waves in V1, smoothly transition from low-frequency oscillations into the broadband ␤/gamma frequencies observed during
cortical activation in adults (McGinley et al., 2015). Second, cortical
slow-waves, which are the “idling” state of cortex, are first observed
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overlaid on current source density map (blue is the sink; yellow is the source). Depth of traces is indicated at left; channel number at right. Tetrode configuration for spike recordings is
also shown. MUA spike rasters for each tetrode are shown below. A, Right column, Mean visual evoked response for the same animal. MUA spike rates are shown on a color scale. B,
Population mean and mean visual response. Depth is aligned to L4 (left).
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activity on low-impedance electrodes, but we found sparse firing.
The low firing rates that we observed likely result from smaller
transmembrane currents and poorer action potential pickup by
the silicon probes, which can damage superficial tissue and have
restricted access to the neuropil relative to microelectrodes.
Therefore, we likely underestimate firing and the firing rate and
continuity changes between P4 and P7 may reflect this. Further
studies may reveal optimal multielectrode array configurations
for young mice.
Mice differ from rats in a few notable areas. First, in rats,
continuous spontaneous activity and elimination of visually
evoked spindle bursts occur simultaneously 2 d before eye opening (Colonnese et al., 2010). In mice, these processes are spread
over multiple days and are complete only after the eyes open. A
similar species difference has been observed for cortical “UP”
states, which develop 2 d earlier in rats (Rochefort et al., 2009;
Colonnese, 2014). Because of this, mice may provide a better
model of human EEG development, in which continuity emerges
in multiple steps in the weeks around term (André et al., 2010).
Another difference is the composition of early visual responses.
In rats, the primary P9 –P11 response is composed of “earlygamma.” a feedforward thalamic oscillation (Khazipov et al.,
2013b) dependent on poorly coherent retinal firing. The primary
response in mice does not contain early-gamma, but resembles
the mature evoked potential. Therefore, murine visual responses,
although emerging on the same postnatal day, mature more
quickly than in the rat. Another difference is that murine secondary evoked responses are composed of both gamma and spindle
burst frequencies, whereas in rats, they contain purely spindle
bursts. This suggests that subtle differences in thalamocortical
interactions exist between the two species.
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Figure 12. Differential timing of SNR for visual response components. A, Representative
peristimulus MUA time histogram (P13) showing the calculation of SNRs of primary (1°, top,
red) and secondary (2°, bottom, blue) responses. Mean baseline spike rate is used to calculate
the expected spike rate (light red/light blue) and SNR, the ratio of the increased spike rate to
baseline, is indicated in dark red/dark blue. Values of 7:1 for 1° and 1:1 for 2° are shown. Scale
bar, 100 spikes/s. The thick black bar shows the visual response (100 ms). B, SNR by age for 1°
(red, ANOVA for effect of age p ⬍ 10 ⫺3), 2° (blue, p ⬍ 10 ⫺3), and inhibitory spike suppression
(black, p ⬍ 10 ⫺3). 1° and 2° response development were best fit by an exponential with similar
decay but different asymptotes. Inhibition was fitted as a sigmoid with an inflection between
P12 and P14 –P15. Visual response SNR decreases before total response amplitude decreases
around P14 (Fig. 7-8), which is correlated with the emergence of inhibition.

comparison with adult animals when individual activity bursts cannot be separated from the continuous background.
The spindle burst oscillations observed here are largely the
cortical response to retinal waves. The frequency and appearance
of these oscillations are similar to rat spindle bursts, the occurrence of which is strongly reduced by silencing retina and increased by driving wave initiation (Hanganu et al., 2006;
Colonnese and Khazipov, 2010). Simultaneous electrophysiology
and calcium imaging reveal that spindle burst oscillations occur
during retinal waves in neonatal mice (Kummer et al., 2016).
Previous studies show that P2–P7 retinal waves drive dense L2/3
calcium events and robust 300 –3000 Hz (presumptive MUA)

Broadband ␤-gamma activity develops from retinal-wavedriven activity
The relationship between immature oscillations and adult activity patterns is poorly understood. The most prominent hypothesis is that spindle bursts are unique patterns with no homology
to adult activities (Tolonen et al., 2007; Colonnese and Khazipov,
2012). However, we show clear developmental progression of
spindle burst frequencies to broadband ␤-gamma frequencies
that result from persistent, asynchronous firing during cortical
activation (Renart et al., 2010; Polack et al., 2013). This activity is
different from the narrow-band gamma oscillations driven by
strong visual stimulation combined with arousal, which develops
later (Chen et al., 2015; Hoy and Niell, 2015). That the developmental origin of asynchronous activity is the spindle burst is
logical because both are the result of thalamic input filtered by
cortical networks (Yang et al., 2013; Reinhold et al., 2015). The
simplest developmental model is that immature thalamocortical
circuitry, particularly the absence of rapid inhibition (Minlebaev
et al., 2011), means that retinal excitation drives oscillations. As
transmission times mature, the oscillations accelerate. Finally,
maturation of feedforward inhibition (Colonnese, 2014;
Marques-Smith et al., 2016; Tuncdemir et al., 2016) and intracortical connectivity (Valiullina et al., 2016) desynchronizes thalamic and cortical activity resulting in asynchronous firing.
In contrast, slow-wave activity, which in adults occurs during
periods of low arousal and input (McGinley et al., 2015), arises
later in development. These frequencies first have significant representation in the mean spectra at P10, as has been observed in
medial cortex (Seelke and Blumberg, 2008). This initiation of
slow activity is likely mediated by the onset of significant corticocortical synapses (Etherington and Williams, 2011; Valiullina et
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frequent and stable (Rochefort et al.,
2009; Sanchez-Vives et al., 2010; Colonnese, 2014), allowing the counterbalancing down states to drive the large
fluctuations in the EEG, increasing the
power of low frequencies (McCormick et
al., 2015).
A recent study in human infants (Benders et al., 2015) showed that maturation of
delta brush activities are correlated with thalamic growth, whereas continuous (slowwave) activity is correlated with cortical
growth, confirming the independence of
these developmental trajectories. Interestingly, the two developmental processes converge so that spontaneous cortical activity
has acquired many of its adult characteristics at eye opening (Hoy and Niell, 2015).

Thalamocortical network properties
determine maturation of
visual processing
Visual perception requires the development of selective receptive fields (HuberSpindle-bursts (15-30Hz)
Discontinuous slow-wave
man et al., 2008), but also the maturation
of circuit dynamics that determine the
P10-11
temporal specificity, state regulation, and
plasticity of visual responses. Early sensory responses have immature properties,
(retinal wave, light)
including dense firing (Golshani et al.,
2009; Rochefort et al., 2009), propensity
to generate waves (Smith et al., 2015), and
plateau potentials (Colonnese, 2014), all
Broad-band
of which combine to amplify retinal inContinuous slow-wave
β−γ (20+ Hz)
puts (Colonnese et al., 2010) and ensure
transmission of retinal waves, but are
P12-13
poorly suited for the transmission of visual information. Our data show that this
“contamination” of visual responses by
(retinal wave, light, arousal?)
specialized early circuit properties most
prominently affects the secondary responses. The developmental profile suggests that evoked spindle bursts transform
Broad-band
Continuous slow-wave
into the long-latency recurrent potentials
β−γ (20+ Hz)
associated with access to conscious perP14+
ception (Pins and Ffytche, 2003). This
transformation occurs as a threefold
process: (1) increasing ongoing activity
(retinal input, (feedforward inhibition)
reduces the relative importance of secarousal)
ondary spiking, (2) evoked LFP oscillaFigure 13. Two processes describing the developmental origins of cortical activity. Synthesis of evoked and spontaneous tions are eliminated, and (3) duration is
cortical activity development in the mouse V1. Activity originates as spindle burst oscillations (6 Hz) produced in response to shortened. Therefore, multiple circuit
thalamocortical input, which in V1 are generated by retinal waves during the first postnatal week. Circuit changes cause acceler- changes likely contribute.
ation of these oscillations until they become the broadband high frequencies caused by asynchronous firing in the cortex in
An unexpected finding of our study is
response to visual input and arousal. Before the development of feedforward inhibition at P14, thalamocortical input causes long that this secondary response actually deduration rapid activity that can outlast the stimulus (yellow). A second process leads to the development of ongoing activity in the velops before the direct, primary reabsence of strong input. This activity begins at P10, taking the form of isolated slow waves that become continuous by P12. By P14
sponse. Photoreceptor-driven responses
(eye opening), slow activity and rapid activity alternate in cortex with arousal state and sensory input.
of RGCs are largely absent in vitro before
P10 (Tian and Copenhagen, 2003), makal., 2016), which can produce giant-depolarizing-potentials
ing the origin of N2 unclear. Intrinsically photosensitive retinal
(Allène et al., 2008), the cortical network primitive of UP states
ganglion cell (ipRGC) responses occur in retina (Ecker et al.,
(Khazipov et al., 2013a). As synaptic density increases and fast
2010) and thalamocortex (Brown et al., 2010), but are unlikely to
inhibition develops, we propose that UP states become more
contribute to N2 development. ipRGCs already exert behavioral

(retinal wave, light)
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(Johnson et al., 2010) and electrophysiological (Renna et al.,
2011; Kirkby and Feller, 2013) effects before P8, when we first
observed N2. Furthermore, synaptic blockade in retina eliminates visual responses in rats at equivalent ages (Colonnese et al.,
2010). We suggest that the P8 –P9 N2 results from massive amplification of very weak retinal output (not detectable in vitro)
that triggers runaway excitation even before short-latency responses are coherent enough to reach cortex. The mature SNR of
the primary visual response is established earlier than the secondary response, further suggesting that the development of these
two components progresses through different mechanisms, the
primary response largely reflecting retinal maturation and the
secondary determined by the intracortical circuit properties.
Although mediated by different mechanisms with slightly offset timing, the maturation of cortical activity is largely coordinated to occur by eye opening. Whether this coordination is the
result of a cascade of dependent events or is due to a single factor
(such as a neuromodulator) is unclear. We expect such a transition to be an important checkpoint in the development of neurodevelopmental disorders (Ben-Ari and Spitzer, 2010). By
providing a systematic reference for activity development in the
mouse, we hope that the present work can provide hypotheses for
the role of circuit transformations occurring in normal and disease models (Gonçalves et al., 2013; Rebello et al., 2014; Berzhanskaya et al., 2016).
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